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FOREWORD
2016 brought Garland fans, and all film fans, another previously-thoughtlost Judy Garland film performance when the complete version of “Lose
That Long Face” from A Star Is Born was released. Read about it on
Page 4. Any newly discovered Garland performance is always news but
this time we got both audio and visual, and more Ira Gershwin lyrics. It
doesn’t get much better than that!
We were also treated to a sparkling new Blu-ray release of I Could Go
On Singing from Twilight Time. Read bout it on Page 17. Singing is
a fan favorite, being Judy’s final film performance as well as being semiautobiographical, the only big-screen representation of “Judy in Concert”
and Judy’s last screen collaboration with composer Harold Arlen.
The Garland-Arlen collaboration was the focus of a new 2-CD set
appropriately titled “Judy Garland Sings Harold Arlen” (Page 14)
that quickly became a popular and critical success. I hope that we get
more “Judy Garland Sings...” CD sets in the future, especially if they
include more new-to-CD performances as this first one.
2017 should be a great year for us fans with CD releases (no word on any
Blu-rays yet) and the long-awaited Sid Luft autobiography, “Judy and I.”
It’s a surprisingly candid memoir that I’m sure everyone will thoroughly
enjoy. A “must have” indeed!
So keep collecting, keep networking, and keep celebrating the life and
career of The World’s Greatest Entertainer!

Contact sheet photos from A Star Is Born provided
by Kim Lundgreen.

Sincerely,
Scott Brogan
The Judy Room
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LOSE THAT LONG FACE - complete at last
The biggest news and biggest media release of 2016 was
the world premiere of the newly restored and remastered
complete version of “Lose That Long Face” from A Star Is
Born, after having been lost for 62 years!
“Lose That Long Face” was originally filmed in March 1954 by
uncredited A Star Is Born director Jack Donohue. The film’s
principal director, George Cukor, reshot the sequence in May
1954. The intent was to show the filming of a typical movie
musical number, with star “Vicki Lester” (Judy Garland) lipsynching to a studio playback record. Jazz singer Monette
Moore provided a quick vocal in a section of the number that
was deleted prior to the film’s premiere.
Although most the film footage of the 28 seconds of cut
material survived, the audio was thought to be lost. Until
now. Garland collector Rick Smith purchased a set of A Star
Is Born acetate playback discs, one of which turned out to
be the original version of the song complete with the missing 28 seconds. This
is the only known version of the complete recording to have survived. Read the
interview with Mr. Smith at The Judy Garland News & Events blog.
Garland expert and CD producer Lawrence Schulman was able to broker the
release of the disc in time to include it in the new 2-CD set from JSP Records,
“Judy Garland Sings Harold Arlen.”
Restored and remastered by John H. Haley in 2015, this rare acetate gives us a
brand new, previously unheard, “extended cut” of the number. Not only are we

Contact sheet photos provided by Kim Lundgreen.

treated to a new Garland vocal, but we’re also treated to new Gershwin lyrics
and an almost completely different musical number we can enjoy both aurally
and visually. The number is pleasantly longer, and one wonders why it was
trimmed. Perhaps it was because the focus on Judy is pulled, however brief, to
Ms. Moore. Perhaps Cukor simply thought the number was too long. Whatever
the case, it’s a joy to be able to hear the vocals to the surviving silent film outtakes
synced to that footage. The complete video premiered on The Judy Room’s
YouTube channel as well at the Judy Garland News & Events Blog on February
10, 2016, promptly creating a sensation. It was such a sensation that a certain
nasty Garfreak Internet troll reported it to Warner Bros., apparently jealous that
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LOSE THAT LONG FACE - complete at last
something was released without his involvement. Lucky for us, Warner Bros.
Entertainment, Inc. was very pleasant to work with and allowed the video to be
re-edited and re-posted. If only those Garfreaks could realize how much better it
is for all of us when you work with someone rather than against them. Petty is as
petty does!
Click here to learn more about the making of A Star Is Born at The Judy Room’s
Extensive Spotlight on “A Star Is Born.”

Click here or on the image above to see the complete number as it was originally
intended to appear in the film.

Another example of the unused poster concept art for the film, designed by Saul
Bass and again featuring Judy’s urchin character.
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AUCT IONS
There weren’t as many big auctions in 2016 as there have
been in recent years. Perhaps people are holding onto
their items waiting for the right time.
The following pages highlight the major items up
for auction in 2016. Along with these, there were
many movies posters (a few featured here) and photos
auctioned off, as there are in any given year. There are a
lot of posters and photos out there!

Left: Original The Wizard of Oz insert poster auctioned by Bonhams on November 30,
2016 for $8,750.
Right: 1949 re-release insert poster for The Wizard of Oz auctioned by Profiles in History
on June 29, 2016 for $2,000.
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AUCTIONS - BONHAMS NOVEMBER 30th
The “Thorpe Era” Dorothy dress and blouse went back up for auction. It was originally auctioned
in 2011 as part of the first auction of items from the amazing collection of the late Debbie
Reynolds. At that time, it sold for $910,000. This time it was listed at $100,000 - $150,000
but did not sell. Perhaps collectors noticed that between 2011 and this past November, the felt
“bow” was apparently lost?

Click here or on the image above to see the
original 2011 auction info in The Judy Room’s
2011 Year in Review.
Click here to see more from this auction at
the Bonhams website.
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AUCTIONS - BONHAMS NOVEMBER 30th
Another Wizard of Oz item from the 2011 Debbie Reynolds auctions
was again up for sale: The unused test apron. The apron was originally
auctioned in 2011 with a corresponding (and also unused) blouse and
blue pinafore. The owner separated the pieces, selling the apron as
a separate item. The blue pinafore and blouse were not a part of the
auction and only the owner knows where they are and what state they’re
in. The complete ensemble did not sell in 2011, this apron-only listing
did not sell in 2016, being listed at $60,000 - $90,000.
The same “Dorothy” blouse (below)
that was up for auction in 2015 by
Bonhams was again up for auction
in 2016. It did not sell either time.

It’s a real shame that the owner apparently has no real respect for the items, having separated out the three-piece apron ensemble and apparently
lost the original bow to the “Thorpe” ensemble. It’s anyone’s guess where these will end up and in what condition.
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AUCTIONS - BONHAMS NOVEMBER 30th
It isn’t often that items from Judy’s first feature length film,
and only loan-out to another studio by MGM, 20th-Century
Fox’s Pigskin Parade (1936), come up for auction.
This set features two David Butler screenplays for the film,
by William Conselman. The set was listed at $800 - $1,200
but failed to sell.

L-R: Jack Haley, Patsy Kelly, Stuart Erwin, Judy Garland, Johnny Downs, Betty Grable.
Photo provided by Kim Lundgreen.
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AUCTIONS - MISCELLANEOUS
Here are a couple of highlights from the Profiles in History “Hollywood”
auction from June 29, 30, and July 4, 2016. Check out their website for more.
Left: A 56-page advertising
strategy “script” for Easter
Parade created by Howard
Dietz, head of publicity for
MGM in New York and dated
May 1948. Sold for $200.

Right: Unsigned 1963 costume
sketch for “The Judy Garland
Show.” Sold for $425.
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AUCTIONS - MISCELLANEOUS
More from the Profiles in History auction. Below: Two gelatin silver production photos used by Warren Newcombe to create the matte effect in The
Wizard of Oz for the last shot of “We’re Off To See The Wizard” just before the foursome encounter the poppy field. Sold for $1,500. Below those are
three photos showing the matte painting, the set in color, and the final shot in the film. Those were not part of the auction.
Below right: Rare Wizard of Oz script dated May 4, 1938 written by Noel Langley.
Sold for $20,000.
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AUCTIONS - MISCELLANEOUS

Above: Three more scripts, again auctioned by Profiles in History. The left and middle
scripts are for Summer Stock scripts, both dated October 17, 1949. The second has Judy’s
signature at the top left. Sold for $1,000. At the right is a final draft production script
for A Star Is Born dated October 7, 1953 with two inserted revision pages dated October
16 and December 23, 1953. Sold for $1,300.
Far Right: This colorful 1939 one-sheet poster for The Wizard of Oz sold for $40,000!
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MEDIA

Unused poster
concept art for
A Star Is Born,
designed by Saul
Bass and featuring
Judy’s urchin
character.
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JUDY GARLAND SINGS HAROLD ARLEN
The only major Garland CD release of 2016 was a good one! Released by JSP
Records, “Judy Garland Sings Harold Arlen” is a wonderful 2-CD compilation
showcasing one of the greatest and most creative unions of singer and songwriter:
Judy Garland and Harold Arlen.
The set features Judy performing in the studio, on
screen, on the radio, and on stage between 1938 and
1968 with four tracks making their CD debut. The
release was remastered by Peter Rynston, of Tall
Order Mastering, with John H. Haley, of Harmony
Restorations LLC, contributing restorations on several tracks. Andrew Aitken of Aitken Design designed the set.
From the press release:
The Garland-Arlen association began with the 1939
The Wizard Of Oz in which Garland sang the classic
“Over the Rainbow”, and other Arlen songs were recorded for such films as her 1940 Andy Hardy Meets
Debutante, 1948 In The Good Old Summertime, 1950
Summer Stock, 1954 A Star Is Born, 1962 Gay Purree, and finally her last film, the 1963 I Could Go On Singing. She also recorded numerous Arlen tunes during her tenures at Decca Records (1936-1947) and Capitol
Records (1955-1965). On these sides, Arlen the composer worked with some of the
most distinguished lyricists of the era, namely Ted Koehler, “Yip” Harburg, Johnny
Mercer, and Ira Gershwin.

Produced by John Stedman, the 45-track 2 ½ hour anthology has been compiled
by the award-winning Garland historian, Lawrence Schulman, who has also
penned the sleeve notes and provided the discography. Noted music journalist Joe
Marchese, who heads the website The Second Disc
and Second Disc Records, and Garland discographer
and scholar Scott Brogan, who heads the websites
The Judy Room and The Judy Garland Online Discography, which are the leading online sources of information concerning Garland, have also contributed
essays.
One of the highlights of the compendium is the
world premiere release of a newly-discovered A
Star Is Born prerecording from the collection of
Rick Smith of the complete version of “Lose That
Long Face,” which was transferred from a lacquer
playback disc and meticulously restored by John H.
Haley. The disc contains a never-previously-heard
chorus by Garland and a refrain by Monette Moore
that were cut from the full sequence as originally
filmed, for which footage survives, although without sound… until now. Also new to CD are an overture to A Star Is Born by the
late audio restorer Robert Parker based on an amalgamation of two takes, and two
radio appearances from 1939 and 1943. A 1968 Lincoln Center appearance based
on collector Steve Gruber’s original source closes the set.
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JUDY GARLAND SINGS HAROLD ARLEN
Track list:

^From the collection of Lawrence Schulman
+Audio restoration by Robert Parker
*First time on CD

CD 1:
Overture from A Star Is Born^+*
IN THE STUDIO:
Over The Rainbow
The Jitterbug
Buds Won’t Bud
Blues In The Night
That Old Black Magic
Over The Rainbow
Happiness Is A Thing Called Joe
Come Rain Or Come Shine
Last Night When We Were Young
Any Place I Hang My Hat Is Home
I Gotta Right To Sing The Blues
Down With Love
Stormy Weather
The Man That Got Away
Come Rain Or Come Shine
Over The Rainbow
Happiness Is A Thing Called Joe
SOUNDTRACKS:
The Jitterbug
Over The Rainbow
Buds Won’t Bud
Last Night When We Were Young
Get Happy

The deleted “Buds Won’t Bud” from
Andy Hardy Meets Debutante (1940).
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JUDY GARLAND SINGS HAROLD ARLEN
CD 2:
Here’s What I’m Here For
Gotta Have Me Go With You
The Man That Got Away
Someone At Last
It’s A New World
Lose That Long Face
Little Drops Of Rain
Take My Hand Paree
Paris Is A Lonely Town
Roses Red, Violets Blue
I Could Go On Singin’
(Till the Cows Come Home)

^From the collection of Lawrence Schulman
+Audio restoration by Robert Parker
°From the collection of Rick Smith
#From the collection of Steve Gruber
†Audio restoration by John H. Haley
~Newly restored from original source
*First time on CD

ON THE RADIO:
God’s Country *
That Old Black Magic
Over The Rainbow †*
Get Happy
BONUS TRACKS:
Over The Rainbow
Lose That Long Face (with Monette Moore) °~†*
When The Sun Comes Out
The Man That Got Away #~†
It’s A New World #~†
Get Happy #~†
Over The Rainbow #~†

I Could Go On Singing (1963)
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BLU-RAY & DVD
For the umpteenth time, Warner
Home Video (WHV) re-released
two of Judy’s MGM musicals
in yet another budget boxed
set, this time as the “Musicals
6-Movie Collection” (released on
September 13, 2016). When will
WHV realize that no one wants
regurgitated DVDs anymore?
Where are the Blu-rays of Judy’s
films from the label, newly
remastered in true HD? Their
“Classics Division” seems to be
asleep at the wheel.
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INTERVIEWS
RANDY L. SCHMIDT ... Page 19
RAY RACKHAM ... Page 23

December 13, 1961: Judy and co-star Maximilian Schell at a press conference for the premiere
of Judgment at Nuremberg at the Berlin Hilton in Berlin, Germany.
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INTERVIEW WITH RANDY L. SCHMIDT
Randy L. Schmidt is the author of the critically-acclaimed
Little Girl Blue: The Life of Karen Carpenter and compiled
and edited the newly updated and expanded Yesterday
Once More: The Carpenters Reader. Schmidt’s book, Judy
Garland on Judy Garland: Interviews and Encounters,
was released in September 2014. In 2017, he will provide
the foreword for the unfinished memoir, Judy and I, by Sid
Luft, Judy Garland’s husband and manager for many years.
Schmidt has served as creative consultant for several
television documentaries on the Carpenters, including
the E! “True Hollywood Story,” A&E’s “Biography,” VH1’s
“Behind the Music,” and assisted with other productions
for BBC and ITV in London, and NHK in Japan. He has
also written articles for the Advocate and the Observer.
Schmidt holds a degree in music education and teaches
elementary music in Denton, Texas. He was named the
district’s Elementary Teacher of the Year in 2011.
The Judy Room: Congratulations on the success of your
book, Judy Garland on Judy Garland: Interviews and
Encounters, which just came out in paperback. How did you get the idea for the
book? And how did you go about amassing all the documentation needed for it?
Randy L. Schmidt: Thank you! It was such a pleasure to work on a project
devoted to Judy Garland. She’s someone I have admired as long as I can
remember. She was such a huge part of my young life and certainly played a
part in making me who I am today. The idea for the book came shortly after the
publication of my Karen Carpenter biography, Little Girl Blue. When that book
began to really take off, my editor at Chicago Review Press said, “Well, what’s
your next book?” I hadn’t even considered a “next” book, but I was thrilled that
they wanted me to do more work with them. I found out about a series of books
they publish that’s called Musicians in Their Own Words. There have been
Originally published on December 14, 2015
by JudyGarlandNews.com

books like Coltrane on Coltrane, Hendrix on Hendrix, and
so on, but no females and nothing really outside of the jazz
and rock genres. I proposed Judy as a subject for the series
and they loved the idea. As for collecting the material, I
reached out to a number of Garland fans and collectors
for help. I also took research trips to New York and Los
Angeles. The special collections at places like the New York
Public Library for the Performing Arts and the Margaret
Herrick Library were so helpful and provided treasure
troves of material, much of which hadn’t been in print for
many decades. Because most of the material fell into public
domain, there was less work to do in terms of obtaining
reprint permission and such.
JR: Were you a Garland fan prior to your work on Judy
Garland on Judy Garland: Interviews and Encounters?
RLS: Absolutely. I became at fan at the age of three or
four. Like most people my age, I fell in love with Dorothy
and was among the last generation to experience the
annual event that was the airing of The Wizard of Oz on
CBS. I began to learn more about Judy, outside of Oz, when
I was six or seven and began to understand who she was and that her reach went
far beyond that one film.
JR: There are certain documents, such as the Random House manuscript
and the McCall’s articles, which are not included. Can you tell us how that
happened?
RLS: The Random House manuscript has some wonderful passages but it
is not all you might think. In fact, about half of it amounts to a mishmash of
notes written by Freddie Finklehoffe, not even in Judy’s voice. I think he was
just pressured to turn in something to the publisher and, in the end, he just
put random thoughts and ramblings down on paper. The document wouldn’t
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INTERVIEW WITH RANDY L. SCHMIDT
have stood alone well in the book, so I decided to just use excerpts from it in
my narrative sections as needed. Also, I ran into the fact that because it was
unpublished, Random House and the Columbia University Special Collections
wouldn’t allow me to publish it verbatim without express permission of Judy’s
estate, and at that time I had no luck getting a response from Joe or Lorna.
That was the same issue with the McCall’s and Ladies’ Home Journal pieces
post-1964. That year is a key year in material in the public domain. Material
published prior to January 1, 1964 and not renewed is in public domain.
Anything after that date requires permission from the author/publisher. Both of
those publications, McCall’s and Ladies’ Home Journal, gave me their blessing
but required that I get the approval of Judy’s estate since those articles bear her
name as author. Again, no response from the family prior to publication of the
book, so I was advised by the publisher to leave them out. Now that Lorna is a
fan of the book, I know it would have been no problem, but we weren’t willing to
take that risk.

reader believe everything printed in the 1930s and 1940s?

JR: Some of the information in the movie magazines, such as the fact that Judy
was reading Mein Kampf in the 1940s, seems more hype than fact. Should the

RLS: I think Judy was a very complex and layered individual. Her talent was so
much bigger than she was that she simply emitted it at every moment. Her tiny

RLS: There’s definitely a lot of hype and sometimes fluff in those early pieces
from the movie fan magazines. Some of that is a product of the studio’s
publicity machine and some was
exaggerated by the writers. I
thought the material was important
for a number of reasons, though,
and especially that it’s a time
capsule, really. I tried to make sure
that readers knew not to believe
everything, of course, which is why
I included several disclaimers, you
might say. At first, I tried to correct
things and the manuscript was a
little messy with editorial notes. I
JR: Many of the tapes Garland recorded for the planned Random House book
finally decided it was best to leave
have been in
things as they were. As I stated
circulation
in the Preface, “aside from the
“I
tried
to
make
sure
that
readers
knew
not
to
in collectors’
occasional notating of blatant
believe
everything,
of
course,
which
is
why
I
circles for
factual errors, I have elected
years. Did
to keep these interviews and
included several disclaimers...”
you consider
encounters complete, intact,
transcribing these and including them in the book?
and uninterrupted, presenting them
for the sake of presentation and
RLS: Yes, I did consider transcribing those tapes and including the full
preservation.”
transcripts. I did use many of the quotes from them, but the way the book series
is laid out, transcriptions of those tapes would have been super lengthy and
JR: The book presents Judy in her
wouldn’t have worked well. Also, the idea of ownership was questioned by my
own words, without a point of view.
publisher and using them without the family’s permission, again, was frowned
What is your point of view on Judy
upon.
Garland?
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INTERVIEW WITH RANDY L. SCHMIDT
body could hardly contain all that was within her.
JR: Are there things you discovered in putting together the book?

promoting Judy Garland on Judy Garland: Interviews and Encounters. Do
you have any anecdotes for us? What was your experience with the Garland fan
base?

RLS: I think what was most eye-opening was Judy’s sense of optimism. Even
RLS: Yes! I was able to visit New York City, San Francisco, and Los Angeles
in the recordings where she was alone with a tape recorder, sure, there were
sharing the book and presenting her stories. It was so much fun to meet the fans
negatives and rants, but overall she was a forwardin each city and hear their
thinking person with aspirations and goals. She wasn’t
“It was so much fun to meet the fans in each city stories of Judy fandom.
one to roll around in her tragedies. She picked herself up
The Garland fan base is
and
hear
their
stories
of
Judy
fandom.”
and kept right on
fiercely protective of Judy
going. The press
and sometimes a little
would have had us think otherwise. And
territorial, but with rare exception, I have felt welcome and a part of the fan
of course, we knew she was funny, but
community. I am quick to admit that I am a Judy enthusiast who happened to
that witty sense of humor shone through
have the opportunity to do this book. I make no claims of being a Judy authority
in nearly every piece in the book. She was
or expert! I feel like I have learned a lot from fellow fans and continue to learn
such a comedian.
from them every day.
JR: Did your perspective on Garland
change after working on the book?
RLS: Somewhat. I think I saw her more
as a tragic figure in the beginning, but
this book helped me to see that she
wasn’t tragic. One thing that does make
me sad is that she seemed to have a
vision for herself and her career, but she
never seemed to be surrounded by the
right people to help make her dreams
come true. They were users. I wish
she’d been able to be a stronger, more
independent business woman and could
have made decisions on her own.
JR: You traveled extensively in

JR: What are your favorite Garland recordings and films?
RLS: I have lots of favorites and they change frequently, but two recordings
come to mind. “By Myself,” the slower version, and “If I Love Again” are
favorites. Something about that one is so simple and so lovely. And it’s
unusually beautiful to hear her accompanied by an acoustic guitar. As for her
films, after Oz I am partial to Meet Me in St. Louis, Summer Stock, and A Star is
Born.
JR: You previously authored a popular biography on Karen Carpenter, Little
Girl Blue: The Life of Karen Carpenter. Many Garland fans are also fans of Ms.
Carpenter. Do you see any correlation in their work?
RLS: I do, believe it or not! I think what the women had in common is the
ability to just sing a song. No vocal acrobatics or showing off. They just sang.
Also, they were both what I would call “communicators” of a song. They sang
with an intimacy that connects to the listener on a one-to-one level. You feel
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INTERVIEW WITH RANDY L. SCHMIDT
as though they’re singing only to you. It’s interesting, too, that both Judy and
Karen have a strength to their voices but it also verges on emotional frailty at
times.
JR: Did the work on the Carpenters book inform or have any effect on your
approach to the Garland book?
RLS: The books are very different in approach. Little Girl Blue is a
straightforward biography, researched and written over a 10 year period and
with the cooperation of more than 100 interviewees. That was all written by me,
start to finish. A book like Judy on Judy is a ton of work, too, but in a different
way. It’s more of a two-year type of project and one that is spent assembling
a collection of pieces from various sources. I definitely knew more in terms of
working with the publisher and editors and so on the second time around!
JR: Could you tell us a bit about the forthcoming Sid Luft memoir, which will be
coming out in 2017, and for which you will be writing an afterword?
RLS: This is not in any way “my” project or anything I proposed. It was shopped
to the publisher by an agent on behalf of the Sid Luft Living Trust, which is, of
course, Joe Luft and his associates. They have lots of ideas on the horizon, most
notably the new Judy Garland hologram set to tour the United States in 2017. It
is my understanding that they came across the manuscript for Sid’s unfinished
memoir, Judy and I, and decided it deserved to be seen and shared. I’d heard
a lot of negative things about it from fans over the years, so I was pleasantly
surprised when I read it and found out I liked a lot of it. Unfortunately, it’s
incomplete. It comes to an end in 1960. One idea was to leave it as is and close
with an Afterword, but more recently the approach of the publisher has changed
and I will be providing the Foreword instead. The book will now be “finished”
through the use of material from several interviews Sid gave during the 1990s.
His quotes will be crafted into several additional chapters.

Pre-order Judy and I here.

© 2016 Scott Brogan, The Judy Room & Judy Garland News & Events

Check out Randy’s Amazon Page featuring all of his work here.

Purchase Judy Garland on Judy Garland: Interviews and Encounters here.
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INTERVIEW WITH RAY RACKHAM
Ray Rackham is a writer-director currently based in London, with a particular
focus on musical theatre. Rackham has directed the U.K. premiere of Harvey
Fierstein and John Bucchino’s A Catered Affair, Adam Gwon’s Ordinary
Days, Carolyn Scott Jeff’s Fanny: A New Music Hall (recipient of the
Birmingham Arts Festival “best show” award), Stephen Sondheim’s Follies,
Assassins, Company, and Into the Woods, and devised and directed for the
2014 Tennessee Williams repertory season Four by Tenn. Rackham devised
the Sondheim revue Just Another Love Story (recipient of the 2012 Angel
award for Artistic Excellence at the Brighton Festival). As a writer, Rackham’s
first musical, Apartment 40C, premiered in 2014 and enjoyed a successful run at
the West End’s St. James Theatre. His critically acclaimed play, Through the
Mill, premiered at the London Theatre Workshop in 2015, before transferring
for a sell-out run at the Southwark Playhouse in 2016. Rackham has been
Artistic Director of the London Theatre Workshop since 2013.
The Judy Room: Congratulations on your successful run of Through the Mill
at the London Theatre Workshop and Southwark Playhouse in London. What
was your inspiration for the play?
Ray Rackham: I’ve always been fascinated by a few very distinct, but I believe
interconnected, themes or periods when writing. Strong female characters are
truly fascinating, and always so wonderful to write. I think this first fascinated
me as a young boy; the only boy in my generation; and being surrounded by my
mother, three sisters, various aunts and female cousins, and the matriarch of
my mother; my grandmother Sylvia Ada Smith, a dancer. And Judy was one of
the strongest of all; uniquely talented, fantastically driven, and tragically flawed.
My introduction to Judy was through her recordings, first and foremost; and
with the exception of Oz, I hadn’t really considered her long, broad and varied
career at MGM and beyond. I was at a dinner party and ended up sitting next
to another fascinating woman, who had worked on Judy’s last film, I Could Go
On Singing. This wonderful person shared stories about Judy that would make
your draw drop, hair stand on end; and most importantly, showed the amazing

Originally published on July 19, 2015
by JudyGarlandNews.com

tenacity of a diminutive diva who always
came out fighting. I was hooked.
JR: There have been a good half dozen
plays about Garland in the recent past.
Why does she continue to fascinate? What
differentiates yours from those plays?
RR: I guess, when someone crams so
much into their 47 years, there are so
many stories that still remain untold.
Or, at the very least, deserve to be told
through a variety of lenses. Judy’s life
was a roller coaster; incredible highs
matched by devastating lows. The capacity to survive, to come out singing, and
(to paraphrase Stephen Sondheim) get through all of last year, daily fascinates
anyone with an artistic or theatrical leaning.
Judy’s life was innately theatrical. She lived in an almost constant tornado
and yet smiled. I think it was Frank Sinatra who said that the rest of us will
be forgotten, never Judy. I hope that my play explores that parallel between
sadness and joy. Not only the “laughter through tears” that is associated with
many entertainers, but the pure joy of being good at doing what you want to do.
JR: In the play, you depict Judy at three ages – in the 1930s, 1951, and 1963.
Why did you choose those three periods? Is there one that appeals to you most?
RR: Now, there’s a question! It would be unfair to pick out one time period
that appeals to me most, as I have three fantastic actresses in Lucy Penrose,
Belinda Wollaston and Helen Sheals playing Judy at these three very
different periods in her life. What I will say is that each brings a unique
portrait of Judy to the stage that is entirely their own creation, but captures the
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INTERVIEW WITH RAY RACKHAM
RR: I believe it is a universal play for everyone.
Naturally, some elements of what the fans will take
from will be very different, but I think there is common
ground that unites the entire audience.

fundamental essence of this beautiful human being.
I chose these periods because they reflect a different
Judy and yet capture thematically what made her so
incredibly consistent. Enormous talent, a passion to
aim high and achieve higher, and a deeply fragile yet
incredibly strong personality. Be it during the period
of being discovered, creating the first come-back that
jettisoned her singing career into the stratosphere, or
trying the new medium for entertaining: that little box
in the corner of the living room.

I did try to add some hidden gems that maybe one
or two diehards might pick up. If you look closely
enough in the 1963 narrative, you may find shades of
the Scarecrow, Cowardly Lion and Tin Man within the
executives who made the Judy Garland show. I wanted
to represent that Judy never really lost that little girl,
desperately trying to find her way home. At CBS,
however, she just found herself in a very different Oz.

JR: Why do you think that people in the 21st century
would be interested in Judy Garland?

JR: Do you view Garland as a tragic figure, or a heroic
one?

RR: That’s simple, her story is equally universal and
timeless. What was thrilling, during the most previous
two productions of Through the Mill is that our
audience brought as much of themselves to the theatre
as they did an interest in learning about Judy. The play
captures elements of the human condition that surprise
the audience. What is it to love, or be loved, or need
love? Are we active participants in our own destiny?
Equally thrilling was hearing audience members leave
the theatre wanting to learn more about Judy and
her life. I wanted to present an almost dreamscape,
capturing fragments of moments in three narratives and
enabling them to comment on each; both in dialogue
and through song.
JR: Is the play for the fans, or for the general public?

RR: There’s a duality between tragedy and heroism
that I find poignant, especially when charting Judy’s
life. In the time periods I explore, and particularly in
my storytelling, Judy is arguably triumphant. But one
always has to remember that the audience lens doesn’t
stop during the filming of Judy’s TV show in 1963, and
most people know what happened to Judy up until her
untimely death.
Judy’s death was so inherently tragic, her life cut
too short, too soon, that tragedy can then seep into
every story told about her. But what do her children
remember? A loving mother who was constantly laughing. Again, those
conflicting themes are just so fascinating to explore.
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INTERVIEW WITH RAY RACKHAM
JR: Insofar as having been “through the mill,” Garland once said that things
happened to her, or she brought them on, and that she couldn’t care less which
was true. In your view, did things happen to her, or did she bring them on?
RR: That’s a question I think we all ask ourselves, pretty much every day of
our lives. And, again, it reflects the human condition. I think what made Judy
unique was her capacity to not overanalyze, and in so doing so she opened the
doors for us to.
We examine the person because we want to learn more about ourselves, and our
place in this ever-changing world. During the research period, in the early days
of working on the play, I constantly asked myself, “How on earth did she cope?”
I realized, very quickly, that I had to stop asking ‘how’ and start asking ‘why’. I
learned a lot about myself at that time.
JR: It has been said that Garland’s short life was a long suicide? Do you agree?
RR: Absolutely not. Judy lived many lives in her 47 years. Her life was
dramatic, a lot of that dramatic tension was admittedly self-fulfilling, but her
fate certainly wasn’t predestined. Judy lived her life to the full, which made her
death ever more poignant.
JR: You depict Sid Luft in the play. What is your take on him?
RR: I depict Judy’s interpretation of Sid in two periods of her life, falling in love
in 1951 and falling out of love in 1963. I had a wonderful, Shakespearean actor
in Harry Anton, who played Sidney at both the London Theatre Workshop and
Southwark Playhouse (and I hope will be available to play him again). In many
ways Sid has all the makings of a Shakespearean anti-hero; deeply flawed, yet
vulnerable and dangerous. It has been said that Sid was the best “worst” man in
Judy’s life, and I’d tend to agree with that.
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INTERVIEW WITH RAY RACKHAM
They did love each other very much, and he was the longest serving Mr. Garland
of the five husbands Judy married. He also was responsible, at least in part,
for her transition to concert hall artiste, and her return to the movies; having
been unceremoniously dumped by MGM. Theirs was a volatile relationship, two
strong characters, equally drawn to as they were repelled from each other.
I didn’t want to make Sid just another monster in Judy’s life (there are enough
already) but I had to constantly remind myself that he also wasn’t the absolute
hero. Using the conceit of seeing Sid through Judy’s eyes was enormously
helpful, as it enabled me to explore the
different sides to this complex man.

Judy for her phenomenal talent. A mentor, confident and life-long friend who
was part of the movie making factory that provided Judy with such heartbreak
later on. If Frank Gumm had been present more, would Judy have continued
to so desperately crave the love of men? Would she have also made some of the
choices she did? Was Ethel Gumm a completely heartless stage mother, and
how did her relationship with her own husband drive her to want something else
for her children? All of the characters, for differing reasons, are also fascinated
by Judy. That’s exciting as a writer, as it enables you to give the characters
themselves a motivation to explore her
psyche.

“She was ahead of her time, and yet so in the
“now” of any time period I explored.”

JR: How did you go about choosing the
Judy of the 1930s, the Judy of 1951, and
the Judy of 1963? What were you looking for in your actresses?

RR: I wanted to explore the versatility of Judy’s public persona: the movie
star, the singer; the television host. Judy was hugely successful in most things
she turned her hand to, even the television show, which wasn’t considered
successful in 1963, is now appreciated in a way it really couldn’t have been back
then. She was ahead of her time, and yet so in the “now” of any time period I
explored.
In the actresses chosen to play the roles, clearly each had to be a phenomenal
singer. I didn’t want impersonation or mimicry, I wanted them to find the Judy
they were portraying as an actress; for then they would achieve emotional truth.
JR: You include a host of characters in Judy’s life, including Frank and Ethel
Gumm, Louis B. Mayer, Roger Edens, Hunt Stromberg Jr., George Schlatter,
and Norman Jewison. What do these myriad characters inspire in you?
RR: They enable us to see Judy differently, through the very different
relationships she had with each. Roger Edens, for example, enables us to love

JR: Was directing the play a challenge?

RR: It was a beginning-to-end joy! But I think that may have been down to the
wonderful company. The three narratives is a conceit I have used previously
in my musical Apartment 40C, so I was ready for the challenges of having the
same character represented by different actors, simultaneously, often through
song. But what was challenging was making the almost filmic text flow in the
theatrical form. First and foremost it meant giving every actor the freedom to
treat the stage as a film lot, and go from there.
JR: Garland is so much a part of Western culture that audiences who see your
play no doubt already know about Garland. Do you think they can better grasp
Garland after seeing your play?
RR: I think my play seeks to answer some of the “whys.” Why an individual
behaves a certain way, or makes a certain decision is more interesting than
simply charting the behavior through biographical notation. At least, I believe
it is! Most importantly, why is she still relevant? The answer is clear, because
she represents us all. I hope in many ways that my play continues to be about
a strong yet vulnerable, flawed human being who just happens to be Judy
Garland.
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INTERVIEW WITH RAY RACKHAM
JR: Did the experience of writing and directing Through the Mill change your
perspective on Garland?
RR: It has made me hugely protective of her legacy, and keen that her story
continue to be told. To see an audience rise to its feet every night, as soon as
the lights faded, is something I very much hope but fear may never see again. I
remember giving notes during our most recent run and reminding the company
that Judy shares that standing ovation every performance. It is, after all, her
story that’s affected the audience so much; we are but ciphers into an incredibly
interesting world.

in performance, delivery and love of song.
JR: Is Through the Mill headed for Broadway?
RR: It is the one question I am asked most. What’s the future for Through the
Mill? When will we see the three Judys again? All I will say at this moment is
that stranger things have happened. And I’m sure Liz Smith will let us all know
if and when it does.
© 2016 Judy Garland News & Events, The Judy Room

JR: What do you think is the greatest misconception of Judy Garland?
RR: That she was a simply tragic figure. I hope to state, for the record, that she
wasn’t!
JR: On a personal level, what are your favorite Garland films and recordings?
RR: Her performance of Dorothy will always have its unique and special place
in my heart. I spent some time in Washington recently and seeing her ruby
slippers at the Smithsonian has more of an effect on me than I thought it would.
The sheer promise in that performance at such a young age is thrilling to watch.
Naturally, watching A Star is Born has a similar affect, even though Judy was
much older, and more experienced, it remains a visceral, almost transcendental
performance that has never been bettered. Of the later films, I must confess a
simple nostalgic love for I Could Go on Singing. It was the first film I watched
when I decided to explore and research the cult surrounding Garland, after that
dinner party where I heard so many stories. Finally, her brief but devastating
performance in Judgment at Nuremberg really displays Judy’s versatility as an
actress.
As for recordings, nothing will ever beat the Carnegie Hall album. A masterclass
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A Look Back

The 2006 Year in Review was the third “year in review” put out by The
Judy Room. Just like the previous two editions, it was a full color printed
single sheet, folded over and mailed out. It was free, but limited to a finite
number of copies. Those who didn’t get a printed copy could download the
high resolution PDF to save or print out themselves. It’s still available for
download here.
2006 was an amazing year for Garland fans. It was the year in which two
of the Lost Decca Tests were announced as being found and were put up for
auction. These historic recordings are the earliest studio recordings Judy
ever made and the only pre-MGM recordings made after she had been on
screen five years prior. Read more about the recordings and their history
(and discovery) here. It would be another four years before the recordings
were remastered and released to the public by JSP Records as part of the
4-CD set “Lost Tracks.”
2006 brought the first Judy Garland stamp released by the US Postal
Service on June 10, 2006 at Carnegie Hall. Judy had previously been
featured as Dorothy Gale on the Wizard of Oz stamps in 1989 but this was
the first solo “Judy Garland” stamp.
We were also spoiled by Warner Home Video with no less that four of
Judy’s feature films making their DVD debut, a reissue of For Me And My
Gal, the 1937 short Silent Night, Judy on a few bonus features and several
episodes of her TV series. As if that wasn’t enough, we also had several
CD releases to choose from. Wouldn’t it be nice if Warner Home Video
was as dedicated today to releasing Judy’s films on Blu-ray as they were to
releasing them on DVD ten years ago? *sigh*

CLICK HERE to download the printable PDF
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JANUARY 12, 2006: The Recording Industry Association Of America (RIAA announces their
Grammy Hall Of Fame inductees, and the 1956 M-G-M Records soundtrack to The Wizard Of
Oz is included. Just last year we saw the induction of Judy’s 1944 Decca Cast Album” of the
songs from Meet Me In St. Louis. Prior to that, Judy’s Decca version of “Over The Rainbow” was
inducted in 1981, and her album “Judy At Carnegie Hall” was inducted in 1998.
JUNE 2006: Warner Home Video conducts another one of their “DVD Decision” Campaigns.
Presenting Lily Mars is the only Garland film on the list and is one of the winners announced in
August! The film is released on DVD December 19, 2006.
JUNE 5, 2006: Turner Classic Movies begins their month long Monday night tributes to “Leading
Ladies”. This celebration of the 50 most unforgettable actresses of the studio era includes Judy as
part of the line-up, as well as being featured in the accompanying book and DVD boxed set (see
last page).
JUNE 14 & 15, 2006: At Carnegie Hall in New York City, pop singer Rufus Wainwright
“recreates” Judy’s legendary 1961 concert. Rufus is assisted by his mother, sister, and Judy’s own
daughter Lorna Luft.
JUNE 15, 2006: The American Film Institute announces the results of their “100 Years 100
Cheers” poll for the most inspiring films of all time. The Wizard Of Oz makes the list at #26.
JUNE 15, 2006: Minnesota Governor Tim Pawlenty & Lt. Governor Carol Molnau approved
a special resolution giving Judy Garland an honorary day: “We recognize the Judy Garland
Museum in and Grand Rapids, Minnesota as the birthplace home of Judy Garland and
congratulate Judy’s surviving children as heirs to a great American and Minnesota legend, thus
we proudly proclaim June 22, 2006 as the official celebration of the life and times of the child, the
woman, the lady and legend, “Miss Show Business,” Judy Garland.”
JUNE 22, 2006: Christie’s Auction House in New York auctions off a block of Garland
memorabilia, including her green “Better Luck Next Time” dress from Easter Parade. No word on
the winning bid or bidder.
SEPTEMBER 3, 2006: The American Film Institute announces the results of their poll for the 25
greatest film musicals of all time. Most of Judy’s films were in the list of 180 nominated films and
in the end, Judy had more films in the top 10 than any other single star: The Wizard Of Oz (#3); A
Star Is Born (#7); & Meet Me In St. Louis (#10).
OCTOBER 31, 2006 - NOVEMBER 01, 2006: Christies auctions off a signed Warhol screen print
of his famous Blackglama ad (see image above right). The winning bid was $18,000.
NOVEMBER 5, 2006: This is the 50th anniversary of the original airing of The Wizard Of Oz on
CBS. The annual showing became a television landmark and event anticipated in
households across North America. The impact of these yearly showings was such that in 1998 a
Gallup Poll reported that 94 percent of 1,016 Americans had seen the film.

CLICK HERE to download the printable PDF
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Coming Soon
The only known major releases scheduled for 2016 are the previously
mentioned “Judy and I” book, and the JSP Records 4-CD set “Judy
Garland: Classic Duets.”
The new CD set will feature 109 tracks, 14 of which are new to CD! Entirely
remastered by the renowned audio restorer John H. Haley, with the
cover and brochure designed by the
distinguished New York-based graphic
artist Raphael Geroni, it will contain
essays by the award-winning Garland
historian Lawrence Schulman,
John H. Haley, Randy L. Schmidt,
who is the author of “Judy Garland
on Judy Garland: Interviews and
Encounters” (Chicago Review Press,
2014), and French singer Isabelle
Georges, whose CD and show devoted
to Garland, called “Une étoile et
moi”, met universal acclaim.
The set, which was compiled by
Schulman, will contain duets Garland
sang with 33 partners, including such
illustrious names as Bing Crosby, Frank
Sinatra, Mickey Rooney, Gene Kelly,
Fred Astaire, Johnny Mercer, Dick
Haymes, Bob Hope, Al Jolson, Sophie
Tucker, Fanny Brice, and others.
Past JSP sets devoted to Garland, all curated by Schulman, include Lost
Tracks (2010), Smilin’ Through – The Singles Collection 1936-1947
(2011), The Carnegie Hall Concert (2012), Creations 1929-1962 Songs She

Introduced (2013), The Garland Variations (2014), The Best of Lost Tracks
(2015), and Judy Garland Sings Harold Arlen (2016).
For more about Judy Garland’s recordings, check out The Judy Garland
Online Discography.
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STATS - website, blog & social media
Traffic to The Judy Room website (www.TheJudyRoom.com) stayed steady, coming in slightly higher in 2016 than 2015 with a little over 33k visits. Total page
views were 65,098. That number is higher because each site visit usually entails multiple page visits. The visits represent 120 different countries, same as last
year! WordPress did not send out the stats email for the JudyGarlandNews.com blog this year as they have in the past, so I don’t have any of those fun
graphics to share, just numbers. Viewership to the blog was down with 39k visits, compared to 49k for last year. This makes sense, as there were 10 less blog posts
in 2016 compared to 2015. Just not as much Judy News to report as in the past!
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The Judy Room’s Facebook Page continues to be the most popular fan-run Garland page on
Facebook with over 24k “likes” at the end of the year.
The YouTube channel garnered 172,556 views (40k up from 2015). “Judy Garland on the
Tonight Show” was the most popular video of 2016 with 14,959 views.
The Twitter account mirrors the Facebook Page and has its own fair share of mentions and retweets.
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In alphabetical order:
Aaron Pacentine
Bernie Slokov
Bobby Waters
Brian Stamp
Bruce Jasman
D.J. Schaeffer
Darren Stewart-Jones
David Alp
Deb Anderson
Dewey Mee
Doug Brogan
Doremi Records
First Hand Records
Fred Hough
Jay Scarfone
John H. Haley
JSP Records
Kim Lundgreen
Kurt Raymond
Lawrence Schulman
Les Pack
Liza Minnelli
Michael Siewert
Mark Milano
Peter Mac
Raphael Geroni
Randy Henderson
Randy L. Schmidt
Rick Smith
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No one does any of this alone. I have so much respect and gratitude for everyone listed here.
Without you and your support & help none of this would have been possible.
Thank you!

Sara Maraffino
Sharon Ray
Stan Heck
Steve & Rick
Turner Classic Movies
Warner Home Video
William Stillman
WordPress
The members of:
The Judy Room’s Facebook Page
The Judy Room’s Facebook Group
And of course,

JUDY GARLAND
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